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Abstract 

Very cold neutrons (VCN) with the wavelength X > 4.0 nm are convenient tool 
for investigating the supermolecular structures of different nature. Using a 
Bom approximation (BA) to the analysis of dependencies on the wavelength of 
the VCN scattering cross sections, it is possible to obtain information about 
average sizes (R) and concentrations of die scattering particles with R~X. 
However, with an increasing the sizes of scanners the conditions for BA 
applicability can be disrupted. In this work we investigated the possibilities of 
BA, eikonal and geometric-optical approximations for the analysis of VCN 
scattering cm the spherical particles with R a X. 
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INTRODUCTION 

This work supported by the program: "Neutron researches of the 
structure and fundamental properties of the matter" of the Physical Sciences 
Department of the Russian Academy of Sciences. 

Very cold neutrons can be defined as neutrons with energies below 10"J 

meV, an energy, which corresponds to the velocity and wavelength values of 
V<100 m/s and >>4.0 nrn, respectively. VCN scattering is a convenient tool for 
investigating die supermolecular structures (SMS) of different nature but the 
main drawback of die VCN application is the very low flux on the "tail" of 
reactor neutrons Maxwell spectrum. Nevertheless, it was shown that the using 
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of VCN passing technique give us the possibility to obtain varied information 
about SMS of studied materials [1], 
For a sample of thickness d the neutron beam will be attenuated in intensity 
from lo to I: 

l/lo = exp[-dZJ, 2, = S, + Si, + SH + 2sMs (I) 

Sin, £h , Eshs arc the cross-sections for the true absorption, inelastic 
scattering, isotopic and spin-disorder scattering, and scattering on die SMS. 
It is well known that 2. ~1/V, Ej„ - 1/V, £H is not depended on V 80 bam 
for *H). We can excrete Xsms from E^if we know the atomic composition of 
the studding substance and if we can to suppress £jn by cooling. By analogy 
with small angle neutron scattering (SANS), using the B A, we obtain: 

m 

d2Wd£2 = (A/2x) J K(p)[sin(qp)/(qp)]p2dp (2) 

SSMS =Ak'J jK(p)[cos(2kpsin0)-cos(2kp)]dp (3) 

where K(p) is the correlation function of nuclear-optical potential (U): 

U = (27rft2/m)]TK bi (4) 

where m - neutron mass, Ni - i-nuclei density, bj- amplitude of the coherent 
neutron scattering on die i-th nucleus, q - modulus of neutron pulse k transfer 
q= | k-W | , p = | rV | , A=2m2a"\ 0- effective angle size of neutron counter. 
As a rule, K(p) depends on the parameters of SMS and we can obtain this 
parameters by comparison theoretical and experimental dependencies X$Ms(k) 
as well as in SANS. 

The applicability criteria for BA, by the way, is: 

4 = UR/»V= UkR/E« I* (5) 
where R - average size of scatterer. However, with an increasing die sizes of 
scatterers R the conditions for BA applicability may be disrupted. 
When R»X and § » 1 geometric-optical approximation must be used. 
We will consider in this work the applicability of Eikonal approximation in the 
region of §=1. 

THEORY 

Bora approximation 

Using the correlation function of isolated spherical particle we obtained [1] the 
analytical expression for dependence ZsMs(k): 
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A l l " U1-U2, Ui, U2 - nuclear-optic potential sphere particle and matrix 
respectively. N is a fall number of the particles in the sample. If the density of 
scatterers rises, the interference effects occurs and we can see the Bragg cutoff 
on the dependence I^msOO according to the Bragg law: 2d=X, where d - order 
parameter of SMS [2]. 
If the form of scatterers is distort we can used the correlation function Poisson 
or Gaussian type for distort particles: K (p) = K(0)exp(-p//); K(p) = 
K(0)exp(-pz/r), where / - average chord of two phase distort SMS. The 

analytical expressions for dependence £$Ms(k) in this cases are [3]: 

(7) 

1//=1//, + 1//j 

AKiOyk^lexrtk7!2 staff)-exp(*2/2)] (8) 

(l//)2 = (l// ,)2+(l//2)2 

//, h - are the average chords of phase-1 and phase-2 domains. 
Expressions (6,7,8) contains SMS parameters like N, I, R, AU and we can 
obtain their by comparison experimental and theoretical dependencies Z$M$(k) 
or ISMS(V) as we say above. 

£ikonal approximation 

In accordance with (S), at small VCN velocities, at R>X, 1 it is 
necessary to correct BA expressions for ESMSOO- In the case: 
k R » 1 , |U | /E« 1, kR|U|/E»l the eikmal approximation (EA) may be 
identical model to describe the VCN scattering in this region of k and E. 
In this approximation we obtained [ 4 ] the expression for ESMSOO for V C N 
scattering on isolated spherical particle: 

o(x) = 2JIR2 {1 -2[(cosx-1 )/x2 + sinx/x]}+ 
4jtR2[ I ImU01 /1 ReU01 ](1 /x)[2cosx+(x2-2Xsinx/x], (9) 

where U0 = U/E, xHcRreUo. If | l m U 0 1 « | ReU01 we can use only the first 
element in (8) and for once-through scattering without absorption we obtained: 
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SsMs(k) = 1) 0(x) = 2j«.2i»{l-2[(co8x-iyi£2 + sinxfo]}, (10) 

where v is density of scatterers. 
We must change expression (8) for spherical particles to take into account the 
multiple scattering with density (n) growth: 

om»2S{(l-exp(-inj/2))cos[2ipiRJ(xcosx-2sinxyxi]) (11) 

where i) = N/S, N- number of scatterers, S-area of sample surface. 
Expressions (9,10) we can use as well as (6,7) to study SMS. 

cm"' 

10" 

10"' 
50 70 V , m / s 

Fig.l. VCN scattering cross-section for one pore in Be 
with R=100nm, S-lcm2, N/S-lQPcm2 

— •— Bom approximation; Eiltonal approximation (10); 
— Eikonal approximation (11) 
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Geometric-optical tppnnjni t iv i 

Let's consider the VCN scattering on the "big" and transparent 
spherical particles with k R » l and . If, besides that, (kR)1 / J»l the 
problem comes to Geometric-optical approximation^]. In this approximation 
the VCN scattering must be considered as reflection, diffraction and refraction 
of neutron waves at the surface of spherical particle. We can represent the 
foiling neutron wave as a beam of rays which behavior is described by Frenel 
and Snelllus laws. Some of the rays reflect from the sphere surface, and some 
of them refract into the sphere and then reflector refract at the next point of die 
sphere surface. In this case the scattering cross-section may be represented as: 

o = R2{J] + J2 + J3 + ,.,) 
2sMs(k)=w (12) 

J i describes the attenuation of VCN beam by reflection from the sphere 
surface, Jj describes the VCN refraction without reflection, and J3 describes the 
VCN refraction at the foiling to the sphere and reflection at the exit from the 
sphere. The contribution of die more complicated ways is significantly smaller. 
We must consider the rays, which go to the neutron counter after reflection and 
refraction because of the finite angle dimension of the counter. 

(13) 
jr/2-0/2 

Jx =2jt 
0 

arcsin n,s 

J2 = 2 j t j T 2 s in c o s 8id6x (14) 
at 2 

arcsinn,, 

J 2 = 2 n \ T 2 R F r m n ^ cos ̂ d&y • (15) 

w h ^ ^ . i F S b E E i S (i6) 

7(1 - s in 1 ^, ) + - sin 0,) 

yjo - s in 10J + - sin 0,) \Bt ~ U n12 = 1 , $12 = arcsm(sine^ni2) - 0o (18) 

Ui, Uj - nuclear-optic potential sphere particle and matrix respectively. 
6o(V) - total reflection angle for concrete material. 
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VCN passing through the absorbeat spherical particles 

The expression (1) was used in the case of YCN passing through the 
layer of substance. If we study the VCN passing through the strongly absorbing 
spherical particles in polymeric matrix we must change (1) by considering the 
form of particle. If R » X and 2«»XSMS> w b 0 0 0 e xP e ' die neutron optic 
effects and can consider only VCN absorption. In this case we can write 
expression for N/N®: 

*n 
I/Io— 1/S J exp(-2R2^cos<p)2ir R2sin<pdq> 

o 
I/Io = (1/2R2.X1- exp(-2RE,)) (19) 

Where q> is the VCN fell angle. Thus, if we know Z, we can determine R by 
comparison the theoretical and experimental dependencies Mo(V). 

INSTRUMENTATION 

VCN spectrometer 
The Time-of-Flight Very Cold Neutrons Spectrometer [1] is located at 

Moscow Engineering Physics Institute Atomic Reactor. 
The spectrometer is operated in two modes: reflection setup is used to measure 
the diffraction from long-range ordered superstructures and for the reflectivity 
experiments; transmission setup is used for the measurements of the total 
scattering cross-section. The energy range accessible is 10 ~7 - 1 0 "5 eV with 
resolution AX%.=7. The beryllium converter (Fig.2) located in the vicinity of the 
reactor core is used as the source of cold neutrons. Additional energy decrease 
( - 1 0 - 7 eV/m) occurs in the gravity field. Using the mechanic chopper 
performs the time-of-flight spectroscopy. The chopper, which produces 30 ms 
flashes with time between flushes 0.9 s, is placed at the distance 2 m from die 
converter. Vertical 6m-long guide tube is bent at 3* in two perpendicular planes 
to prevent the contamination of the VCN spectra from thermal neutrons and 
other radiation. The apparatus is operated at the pressures of ( I^IO - 4 Pa 
achieved by the oil-free vacuum pump. The sample chamber allows the 
measurements from ambient to cryogenic temperatures. 'ile-Ar proportional 
counter with very low sensitivity to the thermal neutrons is used as die VCN 
detector. Time-distribution analysis of counts is performed after the 
synchronization with the magnetic label placed on the chopper. Data 
acquisition is made by die state-of-art electronic system combined with PC. 

Samples 

Most of the studying samples were obtained by polymerization filling 
method. The heart of this method is in growth of polymeric covering directly 
on the surface of the filler activated preliminary by catalyst Using this metiKxl 
wc can strongly control the volume part of tbe fillers and thus to control die 
macro properties of composite. In this work we describe die results of studying 
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the compositesaluminum/polyelhy lene (AL/PE) and boron/poiyethylenewith 
various dimensions of the fillers. 

Fig 2.VCN spectrometer 

1 - sample chamber; 2 - monitor; 3 - cut-off valve; 4-neutron guide; 
5 - chopper, 6 - converter; 7 - counter; 8 - sample; 9 - sample base; 
10 - low-temperature base; 11 -nitrogen screen 

RESULTS 

Nano-alniBinnm/pofyethylcne composite 

The samples Al/PE with R/j « lOQnm and u » 0.3 were studied by VCN 
scattering. We use the B A for two-phase systems because of the dens packing 
of the formless aluminum particles in this composite. 
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The theoretical (7) and experimental dependencies ISMS(V) for one of Al/PE 
samples were represented on Fig J , Good agreement have been achieved at 
1 = 140 nm, in the V- region: 60m/s-35m/s. The deviation from BA dependence 
in the V<30m/s region may be explained by disruption of BA applicability 
conditions. We couldn't achieve the agreement with experimental date using 
Eikonal approximation (10,11) in this V-region because of die dais packing of 
the formless aluminum particles in this sample. 

1 . 0 0 0 0 E + 0 3 

1 . 0 0 0 0 E + 0 2 

£SMS. cm"1 

1 . 0 0 0 0 E + 0 1 

1 . 0 0 0 0 E + 0 0 

10 V, mis 100 

Fig. 3 Dependencies 2SMS(V) for nano-composhe Al/PE;—theory (7). 
• - experiment 

Al/PE samples with R^lOmkromctre 

VCN scattering was used to study SMS AL/PE composite with RAI 
=10000nm. In this case KR»l, (KR)l/5»l, BA disnqMs and we must 
use the geometric-optical approximation. Theoretical (12) and experimental 
dependencies £ S M S ( V ) are represented on Fig.4. The good agreement was 
achieved at RAJ™ 6000 nm. Small heterogeneity at V= 25 m/s is explained by 
VCN diffraction on AI1O3 covering with lQnm thickness. 
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Fig. 4 Dependencies ISM$(V) for VCN scattering on AL/PE composite with 
R « lOOOOnm, andt> = 0.3; theory (11), • - experiment 

V C N pass ing trough the boroa partidcs in B/PE composite 

B/PE composite is widely used as neutron radiation protection material. 
The using of polymerization filling method gives us die possibility to obtain 
composite with strongly controlled boron volume part. Besides that we can 
obtain the materia) with grate boron concentrations and with high technological 
properties. The theoretical (19) and experimental dependencies N/No(V) are 
represented on the Fig,5. The agreement was achieved at R ™ SOOOnm. 
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V, ml* 

Fig. 5 Dependencies I/Io(V), theory (19); • - experiment 

Conclusion 

In conclusion we can say that VCN optical properties give us the 
possibility to study the SMS of various materials with various SMS elements 
dimensions in the region from 1 to 1 OOOOnm. The most useful approximations 
are the Bom approximation at 4<<;1. and geometric-optical approximation at 

Eikonal approximation may be used at !j~I, but tbe region of 
applicability is very small excessively for Al/PE samples with high density of 
aluminum particles. 
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